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ABSTRACT
10 11
The focus of this project is to provide a musical hub for the learning, 
practice, and performance of music for students ages 10-18 in order 
to cultivate trust and education in the community. This project 
examines the role music plays as a vital part of our communities 
and city resources. The communities we live in should not only 
supply opportunities for the music but support the music. Support 
of the music can allow cultural learning in the community and 
create a new pattern of education between parent and child. Just as 
most school systems support the learning of math and science, an 
emphasis should also be placed on the arts for educational, societal, 
and individual life success as the benefits are numerous. 
The arts, music in particular to this exploration, are shown to help 
improve brain function and result in higher IQ scores in children 
(Brown, 2014). This is especially important in Virginia as literacy in 
rural areas is of great concern and high school dropout rates in 
some counties are unfavorable (Sanborn, 2008). Richmond itself 
suffers in education as well: 2010 Census reported that 18% of 
Richmonders years 18 and over had no High School Diploma or 
GED (Virginia Employment Commission, 2014). Participating in 
music can not only enhance a sense of community but also create 
education opportunities for children in low-income families while 
inherently raising literacy rates (Fowler, 2014). Results from music 
have positive effects on certain brain functions that, in turn, provide 
a higher capacity for verbal memory (Chan, 1998). The arts play 
a much lower role when compared to mathematics, science and 
language however statistics show that music can help each of these 
subjects along with self esteem and participation (Schellenberg, 
2006). And yet music and the arts are at risk when the economy is 
suffering and budgets become tight.
This project looks to provide a centralized space where a 
relationship between music and young people can be cultivated 
and expressed. Many public schools have small facilities, but a 
large center could provide a hub for musical activities for the local 
community. 
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PRECEDENTS
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This five level building in Denmark was the winning design in the 
competition for the new Concert Hall and Educational Center in 
2003. The building overlooks the fjord and is adjacent to Denmark’s 
Cultural Square. 
 
The large Concert Hall is located in the center and is surrounded 
by the U-shaped Educational section. Flanking this main area are 
the parking garage, cafe, and smaller performance hall.  The Main 
Concert Hall seats 1,300 while the three smaller halls - Classic, 
Rhythmic, and Intimate Halls - hold around 300. Some of the rooms 
are multipurpose, having the ability to accommodate rehearsals, 
educational needs, and public audiences.
While on a rather large scale in comparison to the needs of 
Richmond, this building provides several important and well-
executed cues. The Main Concert Hall is detached from the 
surrounding spaces. This gives privacy to both the educational 
sections as well as the main hall itself. This eliminates the need for 
extra sound proofing as the exterior shell provides this effect. 
The overall planning of the space lends itself to a flow and 
simultaneously gives privacy to different areas of the building by 
having ample space in between. The service entrance is right off 
of the street and is spacious enough to also be the entrance for 
performers and musicians.
Finally, the interior of the main hall has acoustical reflections that 
are ideal for music performance. Dropped acoustic panels reflect 
enough sound below and also become a strong architectural feature 
for the space.
Precedent 1: House of Music
Location: Aalborg, Denmark
Built: 2012
Designer: Coop Himmelblau
Site Plan
First floor plan
16 17
Exterior View at Nightfall
Interior over stair wellInterior Lobby
Small Multipurpose/Performance Hall
Main Performance Stage
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This experimental music performance space uses a steel framed 
ribbon wrapped with a translucent fabric membrane to elevate the 
chamber music of J.S. Bach. The flowing ribbon of white holds a 
small audience and lets the music travel out and around to reach all 
members of the audience. The chamber music after all was written 
to be played to a small room rather than a large performance hall for 
thousands. 
The room this performance space is set in is a simple rectangular 
room. The idea was to use the room as a backdrop and silence it 
with a large gesture.
This study is important to note for its ability to transform a 
orthogonal space and house a small, comfortable audience in a way 
that is appropriate for the music. The space takes music and sound 
first into account, then the aesthetic, then the audience. Rather than 
going backward or starting at the middle, the project rightly gives 
focus to the art and sound.
Lastly, the space gives visitors a spatial experience as they walk 
under, next to, and even above the patterns of the white ribbon.
Precedent 2: J.S. Bach Chamber Music Hall
Location: Manchester, UK
Built: 2009
Designer: Zaha Hadid Architects
Section through stage and ribbon
Elevations of Ribbon
20 21
Outside the Ribbon Looking In
Entrance into the Riboon View from audience
Outside view towards audience
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Precedent 3: Evans-Harvard High Performance Classroom
Location: Portland, USA
Built: 2009
Designer: SRG Partnership Inc
A music classroom and rehearsal hall in Portland, Oregon that 
earned LEED platinum status shows innovative design and acoustic 
flexibility. The building belongs to the da Vinci Arts Middle School 
and has one open rehearsal hall, two practice rooms, a small office 
space, instrument storage, and an electrical closet. Unique features 
include a skylight with a screen directly below which is used to 
deflect and direct light throughout the space and still lets controlled 
light down into the center of the room. Curtains surround the inte-
rior perimeter as a means of adjusting sound reverberations in the 
room.
Site Plan
Heat/light diagram
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Exterior bird’s eye Interior view of skylight and screen
Detail of SkylightExterior view of entrance
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SITE DOCUMENTS
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The focus of work includes the fifth and sixth floors and totals about 
26,000 square feet. The area is accessed from the ground floor by 
elevators and stairs. The fifth and sixth floors have two large ovens 
are located in the building’s northwest corner. Using natural light 
will be a focus as these two floors have 8.5’ tall windows nearly all 
around the perimeter. The sixth floor has clerestory windows and 
the ability to add more design elements around this feature.
Area of Focus
Fifth Floor
Sixth Floor
North-South Section 
Scale: 1/16”=1’0”
- Area of Focus
Penthouse
Oven
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Fifth Floor Plan 
Scale: 1/32”=1’0”
Interior View of Fifth Floor Interior View of Oven Doors
Interior View of Fifth Floor
Interior Windows - Fifth Floor
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Sixth Floor Plan
Scale: 1/32”=1’0”
Interior View of Sixth Floor Interior View of Sixth Floor
Window - Sixth Floor
Interior View of Sixth Floor
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SITE ANALYSIS
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The Old Interbake Factory is located at 900 Terminal Way in 
Richmond, Virginia. It sits at the intersection of Broad and Boulevard 
between the Fan, Museum District, and Scott’s Addition. Directly 
adjacent is the Children’s Museum of Richmond, The Bon Secours 
Washington Redskin’s Training Center, the Science Museum of 
Virginia, and several restaurants. Other important sites surrounding 
the building include the Diamond, and Movieland Theatres. 
This area is flooded with large, colorful signs for businesses both 
small business and corporate. The Interbake building itself has a 
large sign that reads ”FFV”. The “FFV” stood for “First Families of 
Virginia,” and referred to an established Virginia family. However, 
Interbake’s “FFV” stands for “Fine Foods of Virginia” - a simple 
marketing ploy by the company. At night the sign lights up the area 
with flashing red and white light. Restaurants include McDonald’s, 
Hardy’s, and En Su Boca, making the smell of various kinds of food 
hang in the air. The Interbake Building was famously known to locals 
forthe smell of their cookies which once drifted over the area. 
The building interior receives natural light throughout the day. No 
large trees or buildings surround the building allowing strong direct 
light to the interior. 
Surrounded by the city, the Interbake Factory’s best views are from 
the top floors overlooking traffic, sidewalks, and large local features 
like the dome of the Science Museum. The Bon Secours Washington 
Redskin’s Training Center provides the north view with a large green 
space. The views are largely out onto building roofs and streets with 
a grand view of the sky. 
N
THE FAN
MUSEUM DISTRICT
SCOTT’S
ADDITION
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West Exterior from Boulevard View from Training Center
View from Science MuseumView from Children’s Museum Science Museum from Interior to east
View of Scott’s Addition to west Overlooking Training Center to north
View over East Parking and Broad St
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The original building was built in 1927 and included just the main 
tower with a basement, six floors, and a penthouse. It was built 
for the Southern Biscuit Company (originally the Southern Biscuit 
Works) as their new headquarters and main production plant. The 
fifth and sixth floors housed a pair of two-story brick ovens, where 
the baking was done. Icing was done on the fourth floor, and 
packaging and shipment on the lowest floors.
In 1939 the company became the first officially licensed baker 
of Girl Scout cookies. In 1940, additions were put on the sides of 
the building as part of expansion. The company developed and 
merged into Interbake Foods and continued to grow. Expansions 
continued through the 1980s as the factory became the third 
largest producer of cookies and crackers in North America. In 
2006 the company moved their headquarters to Henrico and the 
building was vacant until 2013, when developers began renovating 
the space into apartment homes. The building is on the National 
Register of Historic Places.
Building History
Original 1927 Elevation
Original 1927 Architectural Details
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Originally designed in the 1920s the building has many classical 
features like columns, arched windows, and detailed cornices. 
The main tower is constructed of reinforced concrete columns in 
a regular grid system throughout each floor. Additional materials 
include wood floors, brick ovens, and metal floor pieces, assumably 
for sturdiness, were added after the 1927 construction. The fifth and 
sixth floors both have a variety of floor finishes as different areas 
were designated for certain work in the factory. The fifth floor by 
the stairs for example, has wood in some hallways and metal floor 
pieces in others. 
Material
Exterior window and detail work
Cleaned Wood Planks
Wood and Concrete Intersection Wood and Concrete Intersection Cleaned Wood Planks
Typical Concrete Column Inside brick oven chamber
Rusted WindowOutside the Oven DoorMetal Oven Racks
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The building’s north sits about 45 degrees rotated from cardinal 
north. This allows sunlight to enter year round through multiple 
sides of building. During the summer, early morning light hits the 
north face most and travels around all the way to the most western 
wall - hitting all faces of the building. Even during the winter 
months, the building still receives light on multiple faces.
Sun Studies
N
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The studies here illustrate how light will enter the building at 
different angles from season to season. At noon during the 
summer, the angle is steep and the light falls only a few feet on the 
floor from the window. During the winter however, the light travels 
much father within the space, but with less intensity as the Northern 
Hemisphere is tilted away from the Sun. 
Arrival times are depicted on the lower section. At nine o’clock in 
the morning staff and guests will begin to arrive. At seven o’clock at 
night, guests for concerts will be arriving. During the winter, guests 
arriving for concerts will be traveling in the dark and will need 
special considerations for walking to and from the building.  
Sun Studies
North-South Section 
Scale: 1/32”=1’0”
East-West Section 
Scale: 1/32”=1’0”
12:00 pm
-Summer Solstice
-Equinox
-Winter Solstice
9:00 am 7:00 pm
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PROGRAMMING
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Description
Adjacencies
Activities
Special Considerations
FF&E
Privacy
Accessibility
Occupancy
Net Area
Performance Hall
Formal performance space for students, guests, masterclasses, lectures
Restrooms, dressing room, lobby, instrument storage
 
Audience attention, performances, audio, lighting, dressing rooms/restrooms
Sound, sound absorption, sound reflection, audience views, two floors - removal of floor
Piano, fixed seating, stage, curtains, lighting, audio
Low - will be for performances
 
Need pull-up seating, elevator access, walkway clearances, 5% of seats accessible
200 people
 
4,500 for hall and backstage, 2,000 for dressing rooms, 6,000 total
Description
Adjacencies
Activities
Special Considerations
FF&E
Privacy
Accessibility
Occupancy
Net Area
Secondary Hall/Multipurpose
Flexible space that can be used for performances, gatherings, receptions, or classes
Performance Hall, Restrooms, Dressing Rooms
Various - performances, parties, receptions
Can adapt easily, one floor, stage area can be made up, flexible seating, flexible lighting 
system
FF&E: flexible seats, acoustic panels, lighting, audio, piano
Low, will be accessible to guests during performances
Elevator access, walkway clearances, 5% of seats accessible
50 seated
1,000 square feet including backstage
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Description
Adjacencies
Activities
Special Considerations
FF&E
Privacy
Accessibility
Occupancy
Net Area
Instrument Storage
Place to store instruments, equipment, accessories
 
An elevator to easily move large instruments around the various 
floors, performance hall, practice rooms
Organization, filing, storage
Using space efficiently and accommodating the potential to ex-
pand, humidity and temperature controls
Storage racks, filing system, computer, dollies
 
Medium - needs to be secure but accessible to those who need it. 
ADA compliant
2 staff members to manage
750 square feet
Description
Adjacencies
Activities
Special Considerations
FF&E
Privacy
Accessibility
Occupancy
Net Area
Library
Student Lounge and listening area
 
Practice rooms, Offices, Reception
Research, exploration, reading, evaluation
Sound levels, areas to sit
Music stacks, book stacks, computers - guest and staff, desks
Medium - people need to feel comfortable but also can’t have 
anyone leave with anything they weren’t supposed to
Needs to be ADA compliant
50
1,000
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Description
Adjacencies
Activities
Special Considerations
FF&E
Privacy
Accessibility
Occupancy
Net Area
Classrooms
Area to teach and develop music skills in a classroom setting
Restrooms, practice rooms
 
Teaching, playing, practicing, singing, conducting
 
Equipment, pianos
 
Desks, chairs, writing boards, piano, projectors 
Medium-High - need to be secure but easy to find
Completely ADA compliant
10-20 Students per classroom
500 square feet per classroom; 4 classrooms = 2,000 square feet
Description
Adjacencies
Activities
Special Considerations
FF&E
Privacy
Accessibility
Occupancy
Net Area
Offices
Area, conference room for administrative purposes
Restrooms, Library
Organization, paperwork, scheduling, management
Safety, privacy, filing, communication
Computers, desks, 
Medium-High - need to be secure but easy to find in case someone needs to see an 
administrator
Completely ADA compliant
6 staff members: 
1,000 square feet
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Description
Adjacencies
Activities
Special Considerations
FF&E
Privacy
Accessibility
Occupancy
Net Area
Practice Rooms
For individual and small ensemble/chamber practice
Classrooms, storage, toilets
Individual practice and small ensemble rehearsal, private lessons
Semi private, acoustic properties
Mirrors, piano, stands, chairs, small desk
Med-High for seclusion but should still be visible from outside
Completely ADA compliant
1-3 people per room, 
3,000 square feet
Description
Adjacencies
Activities
Special Considerations
FF&E
Privacy
Accessibility
Occupancy
Net Area
Restrooms
Implied
All spaces
Implied
 
ADA, slipping
 
Toilets, stalls, mirrors, sinks, hand soap, trash cans, papertowel disposals 
Low - accessible
1 ADA compliant per sex
3 fixtures per sex
1,000
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DESIGN PROCESS
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Early Explorations
The concept of movement came out of several early studies that 
explored how movement could be shown graphically. It was quickly 
discovered that movement can manifest itself in many ways. It is 
not limited to one shape or gesture. Movement can be fluid, or 
sharp, and in some cases is just a simple piece when put together 
with like items creates motion. The idea was to capture the ways 
movement spoke best about music. 
62 63
Early Collages
Here, ideas of movement were pushed further into another 
medium. Texture, color and depth were used to gather more 
information about what movement looks like graphically. The black 
and white collage to the right demonstrated movement in a busy, 
free form manner. This collage would inform how movement is 
shown in the final design.
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Grid Model Explorations
It was important to keep the column grid in mind. These models 
explored how the spacing between the columns creating large 
zones for intersections and spaces to happen. Weaving in and 
around the columns and deciding when they intersect informs final 
design decisions. 
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Curved Model Explorations
More expressive modeling came with the use of paper and curved 
chipboard. These models still show spactical structure but also 
demonstrated how from the structure a piece can grow and form 
new meaning. 
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Parti Diagrams
Keeping in touch with the solidity of the grid was demonstrated in 
these parti diagrams. The grid of the building remains a strong and 
constant part of the design thought. 
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Spactial Diagrams
Based on the program, bubble diagrams were drawn to show 
important adjacencies for the interior. These trial and error diagrams 
articulate proximety, acoustics, and size. 
72 73
Diagraming Music
These diagrams came out of exploring pieces of music and the 
movement that happens naturally from a composition. While linear, 
they show gradual motion, the up and down flux of a well crafted 
phase. 
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
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Early Sections
Progress toward the final design started with the Performance Hall. 
The size and location of the Hall influenced all the surrounding 
areas as it was the largest and most difficult to place in the floor 
plan. By starting in section the project was able to gain concrete 
numbers; things like seat count, aisle distances, and stage depth 
were decided early on. 
The sections portray varying designs. Some include mezzanines and 
others platforms for a break. This was removed to create a more 
spacious room. By taking away the mezzanine and putting the entry 
on the sixth floor, the Hall would be more open, allow sound to 
travel more effectively, and create less confusion upon entering the 
Hall. Having the Entry at the Sixth floor also made is possible for 
storage on the Fifth floor beneath the seats.
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Early Plans
Early Plans experimented with the location of the Performance Hall. 
Here it is clear to see how much the Performance Hall effects its 
surrounding spaces. Long, straight corridors were created pockets 
of non usable space are evident. 
The original idea for the Performance Hall was to create nooks 
within the Hall for parents to stand, video, and photograph their 
students. This idea was removed however, to create a more formal 
and professional feeling environment for the students. 
These plans informed many other decisions as well. After 
understanding that many spaces were receiving sunlight that didn’t 
require it, the space would be drastically rearranged. Spaces that 
desired sunlight would be arranged toward the exterior windows 
of the building and those that did not need sunlight, like dressing 
rooms or restrooms would be put toward the interior.
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Early Perspectives
These drawings show initial color, pattern, and furniture ideas for a 
several key spaces. 
The Library would have lots of natural light, lounge seating, and 
energizing colors.
For the Classrooms inside the Ovens there would be a dropped 
acoustical ceiling with plenty of engineered lighting, rearrangeable 
seating for intimate performances, and an area designated by 
finishes for a performances.
Practice Rooms would also have acoustical solutions on the 
ceilings, and walls. Small practice rooms without natural sunlight 
like the one drawn would have recessed computer/TV panels to use 
for inspiration, practice with music computer learning programs, 
recording, and ability to change color and reverberation within the 
room.
Finally, the Lobby would have seating, warm and cool finishes, and 
dropped acoustic panel features to account for a high number of 
occupants. 
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Developed Plans
Still premature, these plans show the final position of the 
Performance Hall and define the surrounding spaces. Things are 
blocked out to where they will be but the concept of movement 
into the plan is yet to become completely evident. The Lobby has 
grown, Practice Rooms have been moved to the exterior, and the 
Restrooms are on the interior by the lobby. 
Here, a better sense of flow is established and areas have obvious 
meaning. The Lobby gains a wonderful view over the Broad St. and 
students have a distinct area where practicing occurs. 
Sixth Floor Plan 
Scale: 1/16”=1’0”
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Fifth Floor Plan 
Scale: 1/16”=1’0”
Developed Plans
On the Fifth floor, movement begins to show with tiered walls to 
frame the Brick Ovens from the elevator. Instrument Storage is 
placed beneath seats in the Performance Hall and the Library is 
moved to the South to allow for natural light. 
Final Plans will show these layout versions further developed. 
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Base Perspective Drawings
As the floor plans continued to develop, perspective outlines take 
more definite shape. Shown, here are sketch drawings of the spaces 
after movement is incorporated into wall shape and pattern. 
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FINAL DOCUMENTS
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SIXTH FLOOR
• Views to the Exterior
• Main Entrance into Performance Hall on Sixth Floor
• Integrated benches and lounge areas
• Small Instrument Lockers around Practice Rooms
• Many Practice rooms have daylight
• Classrooms double use as Practice Rooms
• Separation around Performance Hall for Acoustic Privacy 
• Practice Rooms vary in size to accommodate different instruments
KEY FEATURES
scale: 1/16” = 1’0”
1 - LOBBY ENTRANCE VIEW
STAGE
LOUNGE
PRACTICE ROOMS
JAN
TOILET
B
D
E
LOBBY
OPEN TO
BELOW
A
C
CLASSROOM
OPEN TO
BELOW
CLASSROOM
SMALL INSTRUMENT STORAGE
1
3
2
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2 - LOBBY WALL VIEW 3 - OFFICE AND PRACTICE ROOM HALLWAY
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FIFTH FLOOR
• Daylight enters Performance Hall
• Large lounge areas for Students to converse
• Open Office Plan with shelving throughout
• Oven Classrooms - unique acoustics
• Dressing Rooms large enough to accommodate guests
• Large Instrument Storage has access to stage and elevator 
easily
• Wood to soften harsh concrete throughout building
KEY FEATURES
STAGE
LOUNGE
OPEN OFFICE
MEETING DRESSING ROOMS
TOILET
JAN
LARGE
INSTRUMENT
STORAGE
LIBRARY
RECEPTION
B
D
E
5
4
6
scale: 1/16” = 1’0”
4 - PERFORMANCE HALL - STAGE VIEW
MULTI-
PURPOSE
CLASSROOM
A
C
CLASSROOM
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5 - PERFORMANCE HALL - BACK VIEW 6 - LIBRARY ENTRANCE FROM ELEVATOR 
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Final Sections
The Performance Hall consists of a wide glass wall to allow views 
and filter light. The wall has two layers of glass with rotating panels 
to frame views when entering the space. The size of the glass 
panels on this wall dictates the pattern on the rest of the walls in 
the space. This is to give focus to the performance, and before and 
after performances, the view through the glass wall over parts of 
the city. The glass changes in thickness to split up sound waves that 
interact with it. The remaining wall surfaces  and ceiling panels are 
wood to reflect a warm sound, but also have perforations to absorb 
excessive sound waves.
All Sections are at 1/16” = 1’0”
Section A
Section B
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Section D
Section E
Section C
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LOBBY/LOUNGE
CLASSROOM
LIBRARY
PRACTICE ROOMS
OFFICE
PERFORMANCE HALL
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Model Photgraphs
The model pictured here shows a section of the Performance Hall 
and demonstrates the intersections of glass with wood, the rotating 
panels, and how light plays a major role in the Hall. 
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Show Installation Photographs
On May 1st, 2015 the Interior Design Graduate Thesis Show 
opened to the public. To the right are photographs of this projects 
installation.
108 109
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